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Hand over the pūjā plate with the siddhir astu.
ācamana. 
Make the purification for the clay of the guru reciting the 
rakṣohanaṃ.  
Sacrifice bali, reciting the adhy avocad. 
Light reciting the tejo ʼsi.
Ritual bath reciting the svasti na indro. 

• Rituals exist in all human cultures 
across all times.

• Similarities between rituals from very 
distant cultures can be observed.

• Is there an underlying universal struc-
ture of rituals? A ritual grammar?

• A formal-linguistic, data-driven and 
quantitative approach for detecting 
ritual structures

• Frame semantics for the formalization 
of events and semantic roles

• Frame ontology allows for abstraction 
of events, roles and participants

• Ritual-specific knowledge expressed 
in ritual descriptions is linked to a rit-
ual ontology

• Search functionalities for ritual scien-
tists to verify hypotheses against se-
mantically annotated data

Ritual structure research

Project research topics

Heterogeneous domain

Alternative approaches for domain term extraction

Evaluation
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▶ tf * idf

• Comparison corpora 
BAWE and BNC

• freqt;d: frequency of 
term t in corpus d

• dft: number of corpora 
in which t appears

• D: # of corpora (= 3)

Buitelaar & Sacaleanu (2001)

▶ X2

• Calculation of raw Χ2 
values based on 
lemma and pos 

• Sum over both non-
domain corpora

• Normalized and scaled 
to [0,1]

Agirre et al. (2001)

▶ pagerank

• One node for each 
candidate term

• Edges between two co-
occuring cand. terms 

• Calculate PageRank 
(Brin & Page, 1998)

• Highly connected 
nodes get higher 
weight

Yang et al. (2009)
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by curved lines. This is one way in which we plan to extract
and visualize common subsequences in rituals.

4. Domain Term Extraction
As the ritual descriptions we collect come from differ-
ent cultures, epochs and regions, the providing researchers
come from various disciplines and speak different “schol-
arly languages”. To support normalization of the used vo-
cabulary, we collected a corpus of scientific literature from
the various disciplines. From this we extract relevant terms
for rituals in general, using three different approaches.

4.1. Corpora
Some of our approaches employ contrasting, non-domain
corpora in order to identify domain terms. We use two dif-
ferent non-domain corpora, one general corpus (BNC) and
one for scientific language with mixed subjects (BAWE).

4.1.1. BNC
The British National Corpus (BNC, 2007) consists of 100
million tokens from various domains and sources. We use
both the written and spoken part of the BNC.

4.1.2. BAWE
The British Academic Written English corpus4 contains
2761 documents written by students from various disci-
plines and levels of study (starting with undergraduate stu-
dents) that were somewhat cleaned. In total, the corpus
contains 6.3 million tokens. The corpus is already sen-
tence split, but we applied automatic (heuristic) tokeniz-
ing, part-of-speech-tagging5 and lemmatization (Toutanova
et al., 2003).

4.2. Approaches
In the following, a term always includes its part of speech.
Thus, the noun “worship” is a different term (and term can-
didate) than the verb “worship”. As candidates, we used all
nouns, verbs and adjectives occurring in the ritual literature
corpus.

4.2.1. TF*IDF
The TF∗IDF measure for termhood has been studied exten-
sively in information retrieval. Let freqt,d be the frequency
of term t in document d, dft be the number of documents in
which term t appears, and D the number of documents. The
TF*IDF score of a term t in a document d is then calculated
as shown in (3) and (4).

tft,d =
freqt,d

maxt� freqt�,d

(3)

tfidft,d = tft,d ∗ log(
D

dft
) (4)

4The British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus was
developed at the Universities of Warwick, Reading and Oxford
Brookes under the directorship of Hilary Nesi and Sheena Gard-
ner (formerly of the Centre for Applied Linguistics [previously
called CELTE], Warwick), Paul Thompson (Department of Ap-
plied Linguistics, Reading) and Paul Wickens (Westminster Insti-
tute of Education, Oxford Brookes), with funding from the ESRC
(RES-000-23-0800).

5http://opennlp.sf.net

Dataset

Agreement
Positive Negative

Full Partial Full Partial
agr. agr. agr. agr.

TF
*I

D
F All 13.33 % 23.33 % 16.67 % 56.67 %

Nouns 10 % 20 % 0 % 70 %
Verbs 20 % 30 % 0 % 40 %
Adj. 10 % 20 % 50 % 60 %

χ
2

All 40 % 56.67 % 10 % 30 %
Nouns 20 % 30 % 20 % 60 %
Verbs 40 % 60 % 10 % 30 %
Adj. 60 % 80 % 0 % 0 %

Pa
ge

R
an

k All 10 % 20 % 13.33 % 60 %
Nouns 20 % 30 % 10 % 50 %
Verbs 0 % 0 % 10 % 60 %
Adj. 10 % 30 % 20 % 70 %

Table 1: Ratio of domain terms in different data sets

As we are not aiming at identifying the most relevant doc-
ument for a given term (as is the standard use case for
TF*IDF), we need to slightly change the view on docu-
ments. Each corpus is combined in one document, so that
we have three documents. Document frequency (dft) is the
number of corpora in which the term t appears.

4.2.2. Chi2
For the χ2 measure, the domain corpus was set in con-
trast to the BNC and BAWE corpora. We calculated χ2

as described in Manning and Schütze (1999), but based on
lemma- and POS-information and the summed frequencies
over both non-domain corpora. The raw χ2 values are loga-
rithmized for normalization and scaled to the interval [0, 1].

4.2.3. PageRank
The third approach on domain term extraction follows Yang
et al. (2009). For each candidate term, a node in a graph is
created. If two (candidate) terms co-occur in the same sen-
tence, an edge between the corresponding nodes is added
to the graph. The relevance of individual term nodes is then
calculated using the PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) al-
gorithm. The PageRank algorithm gives higher weights to
nodes that are connected to other nodes with a high weight
– The relevance score of a term increases if it co-occurs
with a term that has a high relevance score.

4.3. Evaluation
As there is no gold standard for the domain of ritual science,
we asked two ritual experts to annotate the terms extracted
by our approaches. From each approach, we selected the 10
best ranked noun, verb and adjective terms, so that in total
90 terms have been annotated.
The terms have been classified into three classes (yes,
maybe, no) by two ritual experts independently. The over-
all kappa for this annotation is κ = 0.35, with differences
between part-of-speech categories. The highest agreement
between the annotators was achieved on adjectives (κ =
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• Terminology from different fields (his-
tory, theology, ...) is partially contro-
versial

• Systematic exploration of the domain 
by extracting terms from scientific lit-
erature about rituals

• Data-driven approach for acquiring 
domain vocabulary

Ritual A
Ritual B
Ritual C

• 2 ritual experts evaluated 20 ex-
tracted terms as yes, no or maybe

A1=yes, 
A2=maybe

A1=no,
A2=maybe

Approach Overall Overall
N/V/A N/V/A

tf * idf 23.33% 56.67%
20/30/20 70/40/60

X2 56.67% 30%
30/60/80 60/30/0

PageRank 20% 60%
30/0/30 50/60/70

pos All N V A
κ 0.35 0.22 0.35 0.49

• Approaches score differently for 
different parts of speech

• Percentage of partially correct ex-
tracted terms
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